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Boxcryptor supports Amazon Cloud Drive on all main platforms now 

Boxcryptor, the cloud-optimized encryption solution supports also Amazon Cloud 
Drive now. The new provider is already supported on all main platforms and allows 
users of Amazon Cloud Drive to secure their photos and files on their own device 
before uploading them to the Amazon servers. 

Augsburg, 06/11/2015: The German IT security company Secomba officially added support 
for Amazon Cloud Drive. Now users can secure their Amazon Cloud Drive files with Boxcryptor 
Portable on Windows, Mac OS X, Linux and with the Boxcryptor native apps on Android and 
iOS. Boxcryptor encrypts the files locally before uploading them to the cloud drive of the 
large online retailer. Besides Amazon Cloud Drive, Boxcryptor is also backing a wide range of 
other providers including Dropbox, Google Drive, iCloud and OneDrive. Moreover, the 
Boxcryptor team is already working on support for Amazon S3 and Copy, which will be 
available within the next weeks. 

Amazon Cloud Drive is integrated via Amazons own API. Robert Freudenreich, CTO of 
Boxcryptor explains: “As Amazon does not offer sync clients for desktop platforms, we 
decided to integrate Amazon Cloud Drive in our Portable version, which directly accesses the 
provider’s API without having to rely on a sync client. Besides being able to encrypt their 
Amazon Cloud Drive, users also finally have a software for Windows, Mac OS X and Linux to 
access their Amazon Cloud Drive files.”  

On the mobile side, Amazon Cloud Drive was directly implemented in the Boxcryptor apps for 
iOS and Android which are available in the app stores for free. 

Boxcryptor is used by private users and businesses from all branches in more than 190 
countries. It is available in a free basic version for personal use. Full-featured single and team 
licenses are available on a monthly or yearly basis. Corporations also can benefit from the 
highest level of security made in Germany, with a focus on ease of use with the Boxcryptor 
Company Packages. In contrast to the single user licenses, the Company Package offers 
additional features such as Master Keys, password reset, policies and a centralized 
management console. 
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Secomba GmbH – founded in 2011 and located in Augsburg- is the producer of Boxcryptor, a cloud-
optimized encryption solution with more than 30.000 customers in over 190 countries worldwide. In 2012 
the German Telekom honored the company Secomba getting them the second place of the Telekom 
Innovation Award. 2014 Secomba received the German Founder Award in the category “startup”. 


